Reddingshondenteam ARGOS vzw
Hoenderbroekstraat 115
B-3620 Lanaken
Secretariaat: Mennestraat 18
3770 Riemst
@: secretariaat@reddingshondenteam-argos.org
Maatschappelijke zetel:

Dear,
I would like to ask you for a few minutes of your precious time to bring our non-profit
association to your attention.
Unfortunately, each year, several people getting missed. Lost in a forest, handicapped
people, people with physical problems or people who disappear on purpose!
For each family this is a nightmare, not knowing where your relatives are! What’s
happened? Where is he or she? Why?
Rescue Dog Team ARGOS is the proud name our non-profit association carry’s and we
train our team constantly to search and rescue these missing people on a complete
voluntary base.
The area we operate in is the Belgian and Netherlands province of Limburg and on
request, outside these borders of the province!
The purpose of our non-profit association is to train and deploy our team, in case
someone gets missed, and this on a most professional base as possible. All our teams are
trained to search for living people but also deceased people. Even in water they can
locate a body!
We train multiple times each week, in every weather conditions, for different scenarios
and disciplines. We strive to create realistic situations for each training.
Our complete team exists only out of volunteers who are exceptionally motivated when a
missing occurres!
But we need a whole range of tools to get to our objective, like transmitters, appropriate
clothing, sonar, logistics,… which cost a whole lot of money! Therefore we need sponsors
and we kindly like to ask you if its possible to support us in these needs.
We can’t give you much back in return, what we can do is put your logo and data on our
website, who has an average of six hundred visitors each month. Beside this, we also
give demonstrations on a regular base where we can show a banner, or maybe you are
interested to put your logo on our clothing and we will wear it with our most respect for
your gift.
Hopefully you are interested to help us financially or materialistic then I would kindly ask
you to give a short response on this mail and we will contact you as soon as possible for
further arrangements.
For more information about our team, please visit our website at
www.reddingshondenteam-argos.org
Our complete team will be grateful,
With kind regards,
Rescue Dog Team ARGOS
43-143081130-501
BE43 1430 8113 0501
Bic: GEBABEBB
Bank:

Ondernemings Nr.:

BE0873.673.093

Iban:

www.reddingshondenteam-argos.org

